Just Confirmed

By Anna Von Reitz

Just confirmed worst fears and suppositions. Destry Payne is a Dual Citizen--- US and Netherlands.

This means that with respect to the American States and American People and our Federation of States doing business as The United States of America he is serving two (2) Foreign Governments and has nothing to do with us at all.

Stamp a big NWO on his ID and have nothing more to do with what he is "assembling".

He is most likely trying to get enough people involved to claim that some kind of credible insurrection against the Territorial Government is going on-- which would then provide the excuse to call in UN "Peacekeeping" forces owned and operated by Soros and the Rothschilds

I knew that things were not adding up but this is worse than I anticipated. He is now in Alaska and posing a direct threat to me.

Everyone needs to form up their own State using reliable local people and regroup under their State and our venerable Federation of States, The United States of America.

Ohio, Georgia, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin, California, Montana, Georgia---- these are our actual States in international jurisdiction.

Only American State Nationals and American State Citizens have any right to operate these States and our States do not allow Dual Citizenship of any kind---much less Citizenship in the Netherlands.

Let everyone be warned.
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